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Goal
● Implement a low-cost mobile satellite tracking 
solution using mass market components
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SatCom on the Move
● MEO and LEO satellites
⬜ Less power required
⬜ More coverage in polar regions
■ Moving footprint as opposed to GEO Satellites
⬜ Require automatic tracking
■ Knowledge of satellite position
■ Calculated using ephemeris data
■ Antenna position
■ Obtained by GPS receiver
■ Orientation
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SatCom on the Move
● Naval vessels
⬜ Compact
⬜ Independent
⬜ Benefit from small systems
■ Easy to install
■ Inexpensive
⬜ Other considerations
■ Unreliable internet connection
■ Pitch and roll
■ Real-time compensation
■ Wide-angle antenna
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Heading Determination
● Calculate using position
● High Precision GPS Enhancements
⬜ Real-time Kinematic (RTK)
■ Measure carrier wave phase difference
■ Base station
■ Expensive
⬜ Precise Point Positioning (PPP)
■ Reference database
■ No real-time implementation
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Solutions
● Implementation of Low-Cost Solutions
⬜ Multiple-GPS Method
⬜ Time-Differential Method
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General Testing Platform
● Omnispace F2 (ICO F2)
⬜ MEO @ 10,500 km
⬜ 45° Inclination
● Wide Angle Antenna
⬜ 3-dB beamwidth ≈ 60°
● Rotating Antenna Mount
⬜ Stepper motors
⬜ Raspberry Pi controls altitude 
and azimuth of antenna
● Modem with amplification 
hardware
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Hardware
● Arduino Uno Microcontroller
⬜ Controller to which modules are attached
● Ultimate GPS Logger Shield
⬜ GPS unit that output longitude and latitude every 
second
Adafruit Ultimate 
GPS Logger 
Shield
$44.95
Arduino Uno
$24.95
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Software
● Latitude, longitude, and heading are passed to a 
Python ephemeris package
● The ephemeris package calculated altitude and 
azimuth angles
● Angles are converted to steps to direct the antenna 
motor
Multiple-GPS Method
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Overview
● Find the heading from one GPS antenna to another
⬜ Calculate using position rather than carrier phase 
difference
● Multiple antennas arranged in polygons
⬜ Adjust lat, lon, and azimuth
⬜ Minimize Chi-squared error of expected to predicted 
position of GPS receivers
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Overview
● Limitations on accuracy
⬜ Antenna unit cost / quality
⬜ Distance between antennas
● Multiple antennas arranged in polygons
⬜ How much improvement for each additional 
antenna? 
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Error reduction
● Multiple antennas arranged in polygons
⬜ How much improvement for each additional 
antenna? 
● Simulated GPS receivers
⬜ Regular N-gon geometry
⬜ Simulated error
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● Design
⬜ Four receivers in perpendicular two 
pairs
⬜ Length determined by sensitivity 
measurements
● Components
⬜ GPS Shields connected to Arduino 
Uno microcontrollers
⬜ USB hub connects to computer
Design
Testing - Multiple-GPS
Results
◻ Multiple GPS solution is 
not viable
◻ Heading inaccuracy 
caused by lack of GPS 
precision
◻ Moving average
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What Happened?
● Non-correlated systematic errors between two receiver 
units
● Recorded 1.42m distance when two receivers were 
directly adjacent to each other
● Produced reliable positions 18m apart
Time-Differential Method
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Overview - Orientation
● The angle between the newest point and the previous 
point is calculated and stored as the heading
● Only works if the platform is traveling in the direction of 
its bow
t=0
t=1
t=2
t=3
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Testing - Time-Differential
● Performed well on campus test route
● USEI Teleport in Brewster, WA
⬜ Can only transmit or receive where there is a permit from the Federal 
Communications Commision
Test Platform
⬜ Performance measured 
based on Eb/N0
⬜ Energy per bit to noise 
power spectral density 
ratio from modem
● Hemisphere - High end dGPS.
⬜ Used as ground truth
⬜ Accurate to within .75 
degrees
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Results - Time-Differential
● Obtains correct heading after 25 seconds
● Differential Algorithm matches with dGPS data for the 
most part
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Results - Tracking
● Eb/N0 is energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio
● Eb/N0 is different - weather/ different time
● Eb/N0 was constant
Eb/ N0 of differential Eb/ N0 of Hemisphere
Conclusion
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Discussion
Multi-GPS
● Solution is not viable due to lack of GPS precision
⬜ May work with higher-quality antenna
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Discussion
Time-Differential Method
● An issue with the stepper motor: the boundary between 0 and 360 
degrees
● The antenna mount motor rotates slowly, so it could not orient itself 
quickly enough to track the satellite during fast turns
⬜ This issue is unique to our testing; realistically it will not occur during 
its intended use on large nautical vessels 
● Because the GPS points are polled at 1 Hz, accuracy depended on the 
speed of the vehicle
⬜ In testing, the heading became inaccurate when under a speed of 1 
m/s
● Stationary turning and drift
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Gain-Based Correction
● Potential Errors
⬜ GPS signal loss
⬜ Drifting causes incorrect heading 
measurement
● Gain-based correction system:
⬜ Receives gain (signal strength) 
from modem
⬜ Alternates between adjusting the 
azimuth and altitude based on gain 
of modem
● Electrical issues
Hausman, Howard (2008). Fundamentals of Satellite 
Communications, Part 1 [PowerPoint slides]. 
Retrieved from https://www.ieee.li/pdf/viewgraphs
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Next Steps
◻ Multiple GPS Method
⬜ Test with higher quality GPS receivers
◻ Time Differential Method
⬜ Correct motor control bug
⬜ Detect stationary turns
◻ General
⬜ Implement Gain-Based Correction
⬜ Kalman Filter
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